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When a conversation takes place inside a room, the acoustic speech signal is linearly distorted by wall reflections. 
The room's effect on this signal can be characterized by a room impulse response. If the impulse response 
happens to be minimum phase, it can easily be inverted. Synthetic room impulse responses were generated 
using a point image method to solve for wall reflections. A Nyquist plot was used to determine whether a 
given impulse response was minimum phase. Certain synthetic room impulse responses were found to be 
minimum phase when the initial delay was removed. For these cases a mimimum phase inverse filter was sucess- 
fully used to remove the effect of a room impulse response on a speech signal. 

PACS numbers: 43.55.Br, 43.45.Bk 

INTRODUCTION 

When a conversation takes place inside a room, the 
speech signals are distorted by the presence of nearby 
reflecting walls. Sounds travel not only the direct p{th 
from source to receiver, but also reach the receiver 
after bouncing off one or more walls. The total "room 
effect" can be viewed as a convolution in the time do- 

main of the speech signal with a room impulse re- 
sponse. This room effect is perceived as echo and re- 
verberation and is often undesirable. One scheme for 

removing the room effect is to pass the distorted speech 
through a second filter which exactly inverts the effect 
of the room. The purpose of this paper is to character- 
ize a room impulse response in terms of parameters 
relevant to its invertibility. 

An impulse response, like any other finite energy time 
function, can be characterized by the magnitude and 
phase of its Fourier transform. If H(co) is the Fourier 
transform of h(t) and 4>(00) is the phase of H(oo), then 

H(co) = [ H(co) I exp[i½ (co)]. (1) 
For a certain class of functions known as minimum 

phase functions, q•(•o) can be uniquely determined from 
I H(•o) [. A function is said to be minimum phase if its 
Laplace transform contains no poles or zeroes in the 
right half-plane. When a function is minimum phase, 
the log magnitude and phase of the Fourier transform 
are related through the Hilbert transform. • This rela- 
tionship depends upon the fact that the log of the Laplace 
transform is analytic in the right half-plane for mini- 
mum phase functions. 

Let h(t) be an arbitrary room impulse. We expect 
h(D to be a stable, casual, but, in general, nonmini- 
mum phase impulse response. The phase of the Four- 
ier transform q•(•o) can be expressed as the sum of a 
minimum phase component •m(•o) (as determined from 
I 1) and a component which represent the deviation 
from minimum' phase 

½ + (2) 

a)Present address: Computer Systems Laborat9ry, 724 South 
Euclid Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63110. 

With this. notation H(co) can be factored into a minimum' 
phase and an allpass part. 

H(co) = M(co)A(co), (3) 
where 

and 

A(0•) = exp[iCa(•o)]. (5) 

Note that - x for any ½•(co). When H(co) is 
minimum phase q•,(•o)=0, which implies that A(o0)= i. 

Minimum phase impulse responses are of particular 
interest because their inverses are guaranteed to be 
minimum phase and casual. (The truth of this state- 
ment can be seen by considering the s plane of the La- 
place transform where the inverse filter replaces poles 
with zeros and vice versa. If the original impulse has 
poles and zeros only in the left half-plane, then its in- 
verse must have poles and zeros only the left half- 
plane.) If a room impulse response is minimum phase, 
then an inverse filter will exist capable of completely 
removing the room's effect from a speech signal. Fur- 
thermore, this inverse filter can be determined from 

knowledge of only the magnitude of the room's freq- 
uency response (i.e., unknown phase), which can be 
estimated from the signal power spectra. 

If A(•o) is not identically equal to one, then it will 
be (as a consequence of its definition) nonminimum 
phase. Thus, H(•o) will not be minimum phase and its 
inverse may be either unstable or acasual. If, how- 
ever, A(•o) represents a "pure delay" it will introduce 
no perceptual distortion in the speech signal. In terms 
of an impulse response, "pure delay" is defined as an 
allpass function with a group delay re•(•o) xvhich is con- 
stant for all frequencies, i.e., 

T,a(CO) = - [ dCPa(Co)/dco ] - constant. (6) 
If a room impulse response were minimum phase with 
pure delay, then an inverse filter would only need 
to remove the minimum phase component. 

The worst case, for inverse filters, is a room im- 
pulse for which A(•o) has a group delay which is not 
independent of frequency. Perceptually effective in- 
verse filters may exist for this case, but will not be 
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considered in this paper. 

To investigate the usefulness of the minimum phase 
inverse filter, synthetic room impulse responses were 
generated by computer and separated into their mini- 
mum phase and allpass components. It was found that 
certain room impulses are truly minimum phase with 
pure delay. For these cases a minimum phase inverse 
filter was effective in removing the "room effect" 
from a distorted speech signal. 

I. METHODS 

Synthetic impulse responses were generated by an 
existing computer program 2 on a Data General S200 
Eclipse computer. This synthesis program accepts 
values for room size (length, width, and height) source 
location, and reflectivity for each of the six walls. The 
synthetic impulse responses are found by using a point 
image method to solve for wall reflections. Duration 
of the computed responses was 2048 samples (or 204.8 
ms assuming a 10 kHz sampling rate). 

The minimum phase component of the impulse re- 
sponse was determined by zeroing the cepstrum for 
negative quefrencies.a For a finite sequence h(n) (such 
as the truncated room impulse responses) a real, per- 
iodic approximation to the cepstrum c•(n), is defined by 
the following equations- 

N-1 

H(/z) - DFT[h(n)] - Z h(n)exp[-i(2•r/N)kn], (7) 
r•--0 

C(k) = log [H(/z) [, (8) 
1 

c•(n) = DFT'I[C(/z)] =• • C(/z) exp[i(2•r/N)trn], (9) 
•-0 

where DFT indicates a discrete Fourier transform. 

The minimum phase component M(k) of the frequen- 
cy response H(k) is computed f•rom c•(n) in the follow- 
ing manner. Since c•(n) is a periodic function of n, 
the cepstrum may be effectively zeroed for negative 
quefrencies by setting the second half of c•(n) to zero. 
The modified cepstrum is transformed back to the fre- 
quency domain to obtain M(/z). This procedure is des- 
cribed by the following equations. If 

and 

ct,(n), n = O, N/2, 

•n(n) = 2c,,(n), 1 -< n <N/2, 
O, N/2 <n •<N- 1, 

(10) 

N-1 

,•4(•z) = DFT[•(n)] = E •t(n) exp[-i(2•'/N)kn], 
r•=O 

then 

M(•) - exp[M(k)]. (12) 

In the limit as N becomes very large, this procedure 
for determining M(•) is equiv•ent to using the Hilbert 
tr•sform relation (mentioned above) to compute •e 
minimum ph•e •(•) from log[H(}) [ •d letting M(•) 
= In(k)[ 

The allpass component A(•) of the frequency response 
is then computed by dividing out the minimum phase 

(11) 

component. 

A(t•) = H(I•)/M(t•). (13) 

Because of the special significance of a pure delay, the 
group delay of the allpass component was of particular 
interest. Group delay was computed by the formula 

r,a (/z) __ im[jJ (})J' 

where A'(k)is the frequency derivative of A(k), 
Im(-) denotes the imaginary part, 

and 

(14) 

N-1 

A'(/z) =- i DFT[na(n)]-- i •, ha(n) exp[-i(2•r/N)trn], 
n=0 

(15) 

i N-1 
a(n) = DFT'•[A(k)] =• • A(k) exp[i(2•/N)kn]. 

•-o 

(16) 

The motivation for determining the minimum phase 
component of the impulse response was the relative 
ease of computing a minimum phase inverse filter. The 
impulse response of the minimum phase inverse filter 
g(n) was computed by taking the inverse DFT of the 
reciprocal of the minimum phase spectrum M(•z): 

G(k)=i/M(k), (17) 
N-1 

g(n) = DFT'•[G(k)] - • G(ki exp[i(2•/N)kn]. (18) 
•o 

To test the effectiveness of the inverse filter percept- 
ually, a selected speech sample was filtered with the 
room impulse response and inverse-filtered with the 
minimum phase inverse. The resultant speech was 

compared, in informal listening test, with the original 
speech. These comparisons will be discussed in Sec. 
III. 

Finally, a necessary and sufficient condition was de- 
sired for determining whether or not a given impulse 
response was, indeed, minimum phase. For this pur- 
pose the Nyquist criterion was used to detect the pres- 
ence of nonminimum phase zeros. The Nyquist criter- 
ion is based on a mapping theorem of Cauchy. If a 
complex variable z in the z plane describes a contour 
C• in a positive sense, then F(z), a function of the com- 
plex variable z, will describe a contour C•. in the F(z) 
plane, which will encircle the origin N times in a pos- 
itive direction, where N is the difference between the 

number of zeros and poles of F(z) enclosed C• (Ref. 4). 

The use of the Nyquist criterion for discrete time 
systems is essentially the same as for continuous sys- 
tems except that instead of detecting zeros in the right- 
half complex z plane (of the Laplace transform), we 
will detect zeros outside the unit circle in the z plane 
(of the z transform). II.F(z) is the z transform of a 
stable, casual time sequence f(n), then'F(z) has'no 
poles outside the unit circle. Consequently, the num- 
ber of encirclements by F(z) of the origin in the F(z) 
plane (as z describes the unit circle in the z plane) is 
precisely the number of zeros of F(z) exterior to the 
unit circle in the z plane (i. e., the number of nonmin- 
imum phase zeros). 
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The DFT[f(•)] =F •) is equal toF (z)sampled at a finite 
number of points on the unit circle in the zplane. So, asN 
becomes large, the number of nonminimum phase zeros 
will be equal to the number of times F(k) encircles the 
origin in the DFT plane, provided that the phase of F(k) 
does not change by more than •r between frequency 
points. To increase the density of (and consequently re- 
duce the amount of phase change between) frequency 
points, the synthetic room impulse responses were ex- 
tended in time by appending an interval of zero re- 
sponse. This has the effect of increasing Ar both in the 
time domain and in the frequency domain when the DFT 
is taken. 

The test for the minimum phase property, therefore, 
reduces to the following procedure. A polar plot (Ny- 
quist plot) is made of the DFT of the impulse response 
which has been shifted in the time domain to remove any 
pure delay: If the plot does not encircle the origin, then 
the shifted impulse response must be minimum phase. 

II. RESULTS 

All synthetic impulse responses for this paper were 
generated for a room 130 samples long, 110 samples 
wide, and 70 samples high which we denote by the vec- 
tor (70, 110, 130). Assuming asound velocity of 1000ft/ 
s and a sampling rate of 10 kHz, these dimensions cor- 
respond to a room approximately 13 ft xll ftx7 ft, 
which is about the size of a small office. 

Within this room the source was first placed at co- 
ordinates (10, 20, 30) with the receiver at (40, 50, 60) 
(Fig. 1). A distance of about 52 samples (or about 5 ft) 
separated the source and receiver. With 10% reflec- 
tivity on all six walls, the room impulse response was 
found to be strictly minimum phase within a pure delay. 

The reflectivity of the walls in this room was then 
raised until the room became nonminimum phase. A 
reflectivity of 36% still produced a delayed minimum 
phase impulse response, according to the Nyquist test, 
while a reflectivity of 37% produced a delayed non- 
minimum phase impulse response. The threshold for 

• RECEIVER 

Y/• 130 
FIG. 1. Primary location for source and receiver: room size 
is (70,110,130), source location is (10,20,30), receiver loca- 
tion is (40, 50, 60). Source-receiver distance is therefore 52 
samples. 

nonminimum phase behavior was thus determined to be 
about 37% (note that a typical wall reflection coefficient 
is 70%-90%). 

The source and receiver were moved toward the cen- 

ter of the room while maintaining the same separationø 
The source was placed at coordinates (20, 20, 20) and 
the receiver at (50, 50, 50). As a result, the threshold 
was lowered to about 33%. 

DIRECT SOUND 

205 ms v• 

(b) 
o 
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FIG. 2. Room impulse response for primary location with 35% 
reflectivity (minimum phase). (a) impulse response, (b) fre- 
quency response, (c) nyquist plot (of frequency response, and 
(d) group delay. 
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The source was then returned to its original location 
(10, 20, 30) and the receiver was placed at (50, 60, 70), a 
separation of about 69 samples. For this case, the 
threshold for nonminimum phase behavior was lowered 
to about 34%. 

Finally, with the source at (10, 20,30), the receiver 
was placed at (30, 40, 50), a separation of about 35 sam- 
pies. The threshold for nonminimum phase behavior 
was increased in this case to nearly 40%. 

Typical examples were chosen to test the effectiveness 
of a minimum phase inverse filter. A minimum phase 
room with 35% reflectivity is shown in Fig. 2(a) and a 
nonminimum phase response for a room with 40% re- 
flectivity is shown in Fig. 3(a). These two responses 
were used to filter a selected speech sample. 'The 
filtered speech was then inverse filtered with the min- 
imum phase inverse, which was computed from the 
log-magnitude frequency response. The effect of the 
inverse filter for the nonminimum phase case is shown 
in Figø 4. 

III. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The results of the previous section show that certain 
impulse responses for our synthetic rooms are mini- 
mum phase within a pure delay. For a given room size 
and fixed source and receiver locations, there was a 
threshold for the reflectivity. When the reflectivity 
(for all six walls) was kept below this threshold, the 
room impulse response had a minimum phase behavior. 
But, if the reflectivity was increased beyond this thres- 
hold value, the room impulse had a nonminimum phase 
behavior. This threshold was not constant for a given 
room size. The reflectivity threshold was lowered 
when: (1) The "near" walls were equidistant from the 
source and equidistant from [he receiver; and (2) The 
separation between source and receiver was increased. 
Perceptually, the increase in echo and reverberation 
with larger reflectivity is evident, but there was no 
apparent qualitative difference when the reflectivity 
threshold was crossedo 

When the speech sample was filtered by the minimum 
phase impulse response and inverse filtered, the re- 
suitant speech sounded identical to the original. How- 
ever, when the speech sample was filtered by the non- 
minimum phase impulse response and inverse filtered 
with the minimum phase inverse, there was a distinc- 
tive difference. The room effect had been removed, 

but a tone, much like a bell chime, sounded in the 
background. This impulse response had two, narrow 
bandwidth, nonminimum phase zeros (at about 1200 and 
2500 Hz) which the inverse filter could not remove 
[see Figs. 4 and 4 (c)]. 

The allpass component of the impulse response is of 
interest because it is the•component of the room effect 
which cannot be removed by the minimum phase inverse 
filter. By definition, the allpass component cannot be 
deduced if only the magnitude of the frequency response 
is known. The allpass group delay was the most use- 
ful representation of the allpass component [See Figs. 
2(d) and 3(d)]. In the minimum phase case [Fig. 2(d)] the 
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FIG. 3. Room impulse response for primary location with 40% 
reflectivity (nonminimum phase). (a) impulse response, (b) 
frequency response, (c) nyquist plot (of frequency response), 
and (d) group delay. 
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GRAB EV ERY 

(a) (b) (c) 

FIG. 4. Voice prints of speech at various points in the process. (a) original speech, (b) speech which has been reverberated 
by nonminimum phase room, and (c) inverse filtered speech. Note reverberant tails in 4(b) and the two tones in 4(c) at 1.2 
and 2.5 kHz. These tones are due to the allpass component of the reverberation. 

group delay was 5.2 ms for all frequencies. (This was the 
delay of the direct sound, i.e., 52 samples.) The non- 
minimum phase case [Fig. 3(d)] was dramatically dif- 
ferent at the frequencies of the nonminimum phase 
zeros. This deviation from constant group delay 
caused the perceived tone described above. The Four- 
ier transform spectrum of an allpass filter is always 
flat, but the ear acts as a filter bank and thus forms a 
short-term spectrum. An allpass filter does not have 
a flat short-term spectrum when analyzed by a filter 
bank if the deviation from constant group delay-becomes 
greater than the filter decay time. 

Inspection of the impulse response in the time domain 
[see Fig. 2(a)] does give some clue as to whether it is 
minimum phase. The first sample (after the initial de- 
lay) must be larger than all other samples and the re- 
sponse should decay rapidly. Of course, the log-mag- 
nitude frequency response [see Figs. 2(b) and 3(b)] can 
give no indication as to whether the impulse response 
is minimum phase, since every log-magnitude fre- 
quency plot has a corresponding minimum phase re- 
sponse o 

inspection of the Nyquist plot [see Figsø 2(c) and 3(c)] 
makes determination of minimum phase a trivial mat- 
ter. It must be kept in mind, however, that the phase 
can not change rapidly between frequency points if the 
interpretation is to be valid. This condition was ad- 
equately satisfied whenever the response was mi{imum 
phase. In any case, the Nyquist plot is a much better 

indicator of minimum phase than the allpass group de- 
lay which is somewhat prone to aliasing and numerical 
errors. 

, 

By comparison of synthetic room impulses with phy- 
sically measured room impulses, it was estimated that 
real, typical offices have walls with reflectivity on the 
order of 90%. The synthetic room presented in this 

paper must have source and receiver within seven sam- 
ples of each other (about 8 in) in order to raise the 
reflectivity threshold as high as 90%. This implies that 
a typical room would have a nonminimum phase effect 
on a speech signal when the receiver is more than 8 
in. from the source. For this reason other methods of 

dereverberation are necessary under typical room con- 
ditions. 5 
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